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PREFACE.

1 his book is not designed for general use but for gratuitous

distribution among the students of the New Brunswick Theological

Seminary. The cost of printing is defrayed from the income of

a fund established by a friend of the Seminary. This fund appro

priately was made a memorial of the Rev. Archibald Laidlie, D.D.,

who in the year 1763 became one of the pastors of the Collegiate

Church of New York and who was the first minister of the Dutch

Church in America who preached regularly in the English language.

This is not a complete Hebrew Grammar and must be supple

mented by the teacher. For fuller information the student is

referred to the larger grammars, especially Kautzsch's Gesenius.

The purpose of this book is to present the real essentials of the

language for the beginner in the briefest and clearest manner

possible. The lists of Hebrew words are added that the student

may gradually acquire a working vocabulary without which it is

impossible to read the Hebrew original with pleasure and profit

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.

June 1908.





Orthography.

I. Alphabet.

Name Form Pronunciation

Aleph

Final

.. f Practically unpronounced. Theoretically

*> \ a very slight emission of breath

Beth 3 bh without dot, b with it (3)

Gimel j gh without dot, g with it (jl)

Daleth *] dh without dot, d with it (1)

He n h

Waw T w

Zayin t z (d + s)

Hheth n strong h (h)

Teth D t

Yodh t y

Kaph

Lamedh

1

5

kh without dot, k with it (2)

1

Mem D D m

Nun
*

j n

Samekh
D 8

Ayin r
f Practically unpronounced except at end

\ of syllable. Theoretically deep guttural

Pe C] a ph without dot, p with it (2)

Tsadhe 1> ^ ts

Koph

Resh

I

p k

r

rSin ty 8

\Shin {^ sh

Taw r\ th without dot, t with it (n).

These letters are all consonants and are written from right to left.

Sin and Shin are counted as one letter. Thus there are twenty-two.

The final forms, all of which except Mem are made by continuing

the stroke below the line, are remnants of an earlier cursive alphabet.
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II. Vowel Letters.

The four letters N H 1 and "" represent vowel sounds and are

vowel or quiescent letters whenever they have no vowel of their own,

except: (a) that n at the end of a word is a consonant when

it has Mappik (fl) and

(b) that 1 and "• at the end of a word are consonants

when preceded by a heterogeneous vowel.

III. Guttural Letters.

The letters X !"t PI V and sometimes- "I are gutturals and ex

hibit the following peculiarities:

(1) They never take Daghesh -forte, the dot which indicates

doubling, n Pi and sometimes i/ take Daghesh - forte implied

although the dot is not written.

(2) They prefer composite to simple Shewa. (See section IV.)

In this respect ~l seldom agrees with them.

(3) They prefer about them, especially before them, the vowel

Pattahh. Hence PI I? and consonantal H at the end of a word

after a heterogeneous vowel or next to the end before a vowelless

consonant receive Pattahh furtive, which is written under the

letter but pronounced before it.

IV. Vowel Signs.

Originally only the consonants were written, the vowel letters

serving as aids in pronunciation. Later the following system of

vowel signs was invented to perpetuate the traditional pronunciation.

Name Form Pronunciation

Long 1

Vowels [

Kamets

Tsere

Holem

11

Like a in father.

Like e in there.

Like o in note.

Short [
Pattahh

Seghol

Kamets-hhatuph

Like a in hat.

Like e in met.

Like o in not.

}

Vowels

4.
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Name Form Pronunciation

Doubtful 1

Hhlrek

("When short like i in pin.

\When long like i in machine.

Like u in rule.

Like u in put.

Vowels 1 Shurek

Kibbuts

1

Simple 1" ("When vocal the slight sound

\ between b and 1 in blow.Shewa I
Shewa

 

C'omposite 1

Shewa |

Hhateph Pattahh

» Seghol

» Kamets

Very short a sound.

Very short e sound.

Very short o sound.

 

The Doubtful Vowels are so-called because sometimes long

and sometimes short. Hhirek is long when followed by yodh,

otherwise short. The defective omission of yodh leaves it still

long. Shurek is always long and Kibbuts always short. When,

however, waw is defectively omitted and the vowel must take

the form of Kibbuts, it remains long as if it were Shurek.

Shewa is not properly a vowel but a sign to show that no

other vowel is inadvertently omitted. Simple Shewa is written

under every vowelless letter except:

(a) A silent or vowel letter never receives it.

(b) It is omitted at the end of a word except from final Kaph

and when the previous letter has no vowel.

Simple Shewa is vocal: ,

(a) Under the first letter of a word.

(b) When the previous vowel is long and without the accent.

(c) When under a letter having Daghesh-forte.

(d) When it takes the place of a vowel which has been

dropped. Shewa under the first letter of a word remains

vocal even when a letter is prefixed with a short vowel.

This is Medial Shewa.

Otherwise Simple Shewa is silent and serves only as a

syllable-divider.

Composite Shewa is composed of Simple Shewa and one of

the short vowels. It is always vocal and occurs chiefly under

the gutturals.
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V. Syllables.

There are as many syllables in a word as there are vowels,

except that Pattahh furtive and the Shewas are not long enough

to constitute syllables. Every syllable begins with a consonant

except Waw with Shurek at the beginning of a word. It may

begin with two consonants, the first one having Shewa.

An Open Syllable is one which ends in a vowel sound and

a Closed Syllable one which ends in a consonant. One ending

in two consonants is said to be Doubly Closed and one ending

in a Medial Shewa is said to be Half Open.

The vowel of an open syllable is usually long and of a closed

syllable usually short. Otherwise the syllable must have the

accent or Methegh (Section X). The vowel of a half open syllable

is short. Thus the sign .y is usually Kamets in an unaccented

open syllable, and Kamets -hhatuph in an unaccented closed

syllable. Before Shewa it is Kamets if it has Methegh -p except

before Hhateph-kamets.

VI. Daghesh-Lene

is a dot placed in the aspirates (3, 3 1 2 fl fl) to show that they

should be pronounced like b g d k p and t respectively. These

letters receive it whenever not immediately preceded by a vowel

sound :

(a) At the beginning of a verse.

(b) At the beginning of a word preceded by a disjunctive

accent.

(c) At the beginning of a word preceded by a word ending

in a consonant.

(d) In the middle or end of a word when not preceded by

a vowel or vocal Shewa.

Exception. The pronominal suffixes of the second person,

both singular and plural, never receive it, the Shewa before them

being counted vocal.

VII. Daghesh-Forte

is a dot placed in a letter to show that it is doubled. All letters

except the gutturals may receive it. It cannot stand in the first



letter of a word unless it is joined to the previous word, nor in

the last vowelless letter (except flN and flPij) nor- after Shewa

(except O'FBy).

There are four principal kinds of Daghesh-forte :

(1) Compensative, to compensate for a previous letter which

has been assimilated and dropped (jH1 for inT).

(2) Characteristic, as the distinguishing feature of a gram

matical form (Piel, Pual, Hithpael).

(3) Conjunctive, in the first letter of a word to join it to the

previous word which ends in a vowel (!"ft~nC).

(4) Conservative, whose purpose it is to keep a previous short

vowel in a closed syllable (20').

Daghesh-forte in the aspirates doubles the unaspirated sound

(b g d &c.) and thus has the power of Daghesh-lene.

Daghesh-forte is often omitted from a medial letter with

Shewa but not from the aspirates because this would omit the

power of Daghesh-lene.

VIII. Raphe

is a short horizontal line placed over a letter to draw attention

to the omission of Daghesh-lene, Daghesh-forte or Mappik.

IX. Accents

are used for two purposes:

(1) To indicate the tone syllable of the word.

(2) To show the relation of the words to each other in the

verse. Every word has an accent. On account of the second

purpose there are many accents. 1

They are of two kinds:

(1) Disjunctive, which separate from the following word.

(2) Conjunctive, which join to the following word.

The verse and not necessarily the sentence is the territory

of the accents.

There are two systems of accents in the Old Testament.



(1) The Prose Accents, used in all books except Psalms,

Proverbs and Job.

The principal ones are as follows:

Name FoniL Position

Silluk t ~ Under the last word of the verse.

Athnahh -^~

\ Under the last word of the principal

J subdivision of the verse.

ID
1 Post-positive, over the last letter of

§

Segholta

Tiphha

the last word of the principal sub

division between Athnahh and the

beginning of the verse.:!
Q

)
Zakeph katon • 1 To subdivide clauses in different

» gadhol t: | parts of the verse.

Rhebhiah -i- J

4 Merkha Under the word before Silluk.

.3 g

 

•) Before Athnahh, Segholta, Zakeph,

j Rebhiah.o "*"*
Munah . J-

r i

(2) The Poetic Accents, in Psalms, Proverbs and Job.

The principal ones are as follows :

Name Form Position

Silluk  Under the last word of the verse.

<o
Ole We Yoredh .~

1 With the last word of the principal

J subdivision of the verse.

1 Athnahh .„.

\ Under the last word of the principal

to5

) • n i M 1 1 vioAuii ucii w "tjii i « 1 1 m j •

5
Rebhiah gadhol -i-

ITo subdivide clauses in different
» katon , ,

parts of the verse.
» mugrash . •*__

o Merkha Before Silluk, Athnahh andRhebhiah.
^

3 >
Munah Before Silluk and Athnahh

ff'-d 1

 

0 Galgal Before Oleweyoredh.
0 I

—.



X. Methegh

is a secondary accent having two uses , .

(1) It stands under the second syllable before the tone in

a word and every alternate syllable before that. If, however,

the syllable is closed, it is either shifted to a previous open

syllable or entirely dropped.

(2) It stands with a vowel before vocal or composite Shewa

except that \Vaw conjunctive with Shurek never takes it.

XI. Makkeph

is a horizontal line connecting two words for purposes of pro

nunciation (nrnO). It is really part of the accentual system

and is used as a very strong conjunctive accent. Although words

combined by it are very closely related in the verse, they do

not constitute a compound word as to meaning. Only the last

of them is accented and the earlier ones receive Methegh as if

the whole were one word.

XII. Vowel Changes.

(1) The Cause of Changes.

A. The vowel of a syllable is unchangeable in inflection:

(a) If long and accompanied by its appropriate quiescent

(N_ V. \. 1 1). The defective omission of the quiescent does

not make the vowel changeable (Dp for Dip).

(b) If short and in an unaccented closed syllable, especially

one closed by two consonants or Daghesh-forte.

(c) If long because a following guttural rejects Daghesh-

forte (O'H0 for CnO).

d) If short and followed by Daghesh-forte implied.

B. Otherwise vowels change in the course of inflection:

a) When the accent is shifted and thus it becomes impossible

for a long vowel to remain in a closed syllable or a short vowel

in an open syllable. Pretonic vowels (those long by position in



the syllable before the tone) are usually dropped when the tone

is removed. These are and sometimes _ ,
T

(b) When by the addition of prefixes or endings the syllable

changes from open to closed or vice versa.

(2) Extent of Changes.

A. Shortening and Lengthening.

Changes are always within the same class of vowels as to

quality of sound. Seghol, however, is composed of Pattahh and

Hhirek and thus belongs to two classes. The e and i class vowels

constitute only one class, and the same is true of the o and

u vowels. There are thus three classes.

Kamets-5

Tsere

Holem

»~PaUahh
 

 

Kamets becomes Seghol

before gutturals with .

Seghol becomes Hhirek,

the short vowel, before

Daghesh-forte.

Kamets-hhatuphjHolemorKamets-hhatuph

I I become Kibbuts before

Kibbuts J Daghesh-forte.

B. Insertion of New Vowels.

(1) If the syllable before the accent has no vowel, it fre

quently receives pretonic Kamets.

(2) If two Shewas come together at the beginning of a word,

the first becomes Hhirek.

(3) If a composite Shewa precedes a simple Shewa, the

former becomes its corresponding short vowel.

(4) If a vocal Shewa precedes a composite Shewa, the

former becomes the corresponding short vowel.

(5) If two vowelless consonants come together at the end

of a word, a short helping vowel is often introduced between

them — usually Seghol, after gutturals Pattahh and with Yodh

Hhirek.



C. Rejection of Vowels.

(1) The removal of the accent causes the dropping of pretonic

Kamets or Tsere (DH^Ep).

(2) A vocalic ending which takes away the final consonant

of a closed syllable causes the dropping of the previous changeable

vowel (^QJ5, •"$»£)•

(3) Nouns in the construct singular prefer a shorter form

and drop pretonic vowels ("O"1?)-

D. Pause Accents.

The Pause Accents are the two strongest disjunctive accents

and sometimes those next in strength. They differ from other

accents in standing by preference on the penult.

(1) They lengthen a short vowel, especially in an open

syllable.

(2) They shorten a long vowel in a closed syllable.

(3) Standing upon Shewa they make a new syllable by

restoring a long vowel which has been dropped (1N70), lengthening

a composite Shewa to the corresponding long vowel and intro

ducing Seghol if no vowel has been dropped.

E. Vowel Letters.

(1) A vowel letter with Shewa preceded by a homogeneous

vowel often drops Shewa and quiesces in a long vowel (""iTl

becomes YT1).

(2) A vowel letter often gives its vowel to a preceding

vowelless letter and if the vowel be homogeneous quiesces therein

(D'HNE — DinStt). Sometimes it is dropped (^tDpIT — V'BjT).

(3) A preceding heterogeneous vowel is often changed to

a homogeneous one (2^'in — U^'ln) or else entirely dropped

(D11J5 — nlp).

XIII. Keri and Kethibh.

The Keri ("read") is an alternate reading placed in the

margin of the Bible. The Kethibh ("written") is the form in the

body of the text.

(1) The substitution of a word is indicated by giving the

vowels of the substituted word to the consonants of the word
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for which it is substituted and writing the substituted consonants

in the margin (Josh. 6 : 7).

(2) The omission of a word is indicated by omitting its

vowels (Jer. 51 : 3).

(3) The insertion of a word is indicated by writing its

vowels in the text and consonants in the margin (Judges 20 : 13).

There are certain standing Keris which have no marginal

note. The most important is the sacred name mPT whose

vowels are never written because it is never pronounced. It is

written with the vowels of "^IN and pronounced "'j'lN except

when accompanied by 'JTN in which case it is written with the

vowels of DT]7N and pronounced D^H/N-



Etymology.

XIV. Prefixed Particles.

A. The Definite Article.

* Pi before strong consonants.

P| i) N "1 1? which reject Daghesh-forte.

PI » PI PI which take Daghesh-forte implied.

PI » PI and J? with the accent.
T T T

Pi » PI and i? without the accent.
T T

PI )) PI and PI.
T T:

B. The Inseparable Prepositions.

227 usually.

227 before a letter with Shewa.

jjii |,

2 |M before |«

22^ often in the pretone.
T T T

After the inseparable prepositions the article is dropped and

gives its vowel to the prefixed preposition.

The preposition |Q is frequently prefixed.

• 0 before strong consonants.

0 usually before gutturals.

Before the article jp is either written separately or prefixed

as p|C-

C. He Interrogative.

PI usually.

PI before Shewa.

PI often before gutturals.

PI sometimes before gutturals with Kamets.
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D. Waw Conjunctive.

"I usually.

1 before Yodh with Shewa.

1 » other labials (3 D £) and vowelless consonants ex

cept Yodh.
 

often in the pretone.

E. Waw Consecutive.

*1 usually.

1 before S which rejects Daghesh-forte.

1 often before ' and rarely before j.

Waw Consecutive with the imperfect tense draws back the

accent to the penult if it is an open syllable. Waw Consecutive

with the perfect tense has the same form as Waw Conjunctive.

It is distinguished from it by the context and by the fact that

Waw Consecutive removes the accent to the ultima when it is

not already there.

XV. Pronoms.

A. Personal.

Singular. Plural.

iat -big or -:« i:n:N 1:1-1: or

2d Masc. nnx Dfis

2d Fem. HN or TIN ]HS or

3d Masc, Nlh DH or

T "

3d Fem. N'n ]H or rsh
I •• T "

Pronominal Suffixes.

SinyuJar. Plural.

1st ' or 'j i:

2d Masc. T] D2

2d Fem. TJ ]3

3d Masc. In or 1 D or DH

T

3d Fern, rl or H | or n.
T T I r I •••
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B. Demonstrative.

(Masc. PIT ,<

"This" n?K ("these").

Fem. nW

"That" is the same as the separate form of the personal

pronoun of the third person.

C. Relative.

"Who" or "which" is T^'S undeclinable.

In later Hebrew it is prefixed in a shorter form.

*&*' or *&*' usually.

&* before X (Judges 6:17).

£*' once before P| (Eccl. 3 : 18).

D. Interrogative and Indefinite.

"Who" and "whoever" is 'p, "what" and "whatever" PIC.

"PIG before strong consonants.

"PIC before PI and Pi-

HO » N 1? 1.

PIC » gutturals with Kamets.

XVI. Verb.

Verbs consist mostly of three radicals. The biliterals (Ayin

Waw and Double Ayin) are made triliterals by the doubling of

the second radical or the insertion of a vowel letter. The few

multiliterals are formed by doubling a radical or a syllable or

inserting a liquid letter (^ or ~l). The shades of the stem idea

are expressed by doubling a letter, varying the vowels and adding

prefixes and endings.

The names of the conjugations are the forms which the old

standard verb ^1?S took in them, except the Kal, which means light.

The vowel "a" is characteristic of the active, "e" (some

times "o") of the stative and "u" (or "o") of the passive. In

the Kal perfect this characteristic vowel is in the second syllable,

elsewhere mostly in the first.
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Name Meaning. Form

Kal
Simple

Active

-«- (sometimes — or ..•.) for the second

radical, pretonic T for the first.

Niphal

Reflexive

or

Passive

Drop pretonic —T- and prefix Nun with Shewa

which becomes Hhirek.

Piel

Intensive

or

Daghesh-forte in the second radical, Hhirek

attenuated from Pattahh in the first and

Causative Tsere in the second syllable.

Pual

Passive

of

Daghesh-forte in second radical, passive vowel

Kibbuts in first and Pattahh in second

Piel syllable.

Hiphll Causative
Prefix n with Hhirek attenuated from Pattahh

and give long Hhirek to second syllable.

Hophal

Passive

of

Hiphil

Prefix n with passive vowel, Kamets-hhatuph,

and give -s- to second syllable.

Prefix nn to construct infinitive Piel. J"l is

transposed before sibilants (0, ti*, IP) trans

posed and changed to Q before 2, and

assimilated before linguals ("1, £2, fl).

Reflexive

or

Reciprocal

Hithpael

The table gives the forms of the perfect,

The Absolute Infinitive is formed from the perfect in the

Hiphil and Hophal by changing the last vowel to Tsere (some

times in Piel), elsewhere to Holem, and restoring the original

Pattahh of the first syllable in Hiphil and Piel. The Niphal

Absolute Infinitive has the form VlDpn unless the last radical is
i g <• i.T •

weak, when it is like /bpj-

The Construct Infinitive is formed from the absolute, in

the Kal by dropping the pretonic Kamets, in the Niphal by changing

the last vowel to Tsere and in all other conjugations by making

the last vowel the same as that of the perfect.

The Imperfect is formed from the construct infinitive by the

pronominal prefixes whicli take the place of n where it occurs.
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(The final characteristic vowel of the construct infinitive, imperfect

and imperative Kal is sometimes Pattahh.)

The Imperative is formed from the imperfect by dropping

the prefix and restoring n where it occurs, except that in Hiphil

the final vowel is •• .

The Participles Kal take the forms ^Q'p and ^iq?. In the

Niphal the participle is formed from the perfect by lengthening

the last vowel to Kamets. In all other conjugations the participle

is formed by prefixing Mem to the construct infinitive, which

takes the place of n where it occurs, and lengthening the last

vowel if it is short.

The foregoing rules give the forms of the synopsis of a strong

verb. When, however, one of the radicals is a guttural or a vowel

letter, when the first radical is Nun or when the second and third

radicals are the same, the forms differ from this model according

to the peculiarities of these letters. The oblique forms of the

perfect, imperfect and imperative are made by adding fragments

to indicate person, number and gender. In the perfect and

imperative these fragments are only at the end and in the im

perfect both at the beginning and end. In all forms of the strong

verb the accent rests upon the vowel of the second radical, except

(1) when it has a vocalic ending after a syllable with a

changeable vowel, and

(2). in the tone -bearing endings DH and jpi.

Participles are verbal nouns and receive the same forms to

indicate gender, number and state as other nouns.

Nun Energicum. A tone-bearing Nun especially in pause is

often added to the verb in the imperfect (rarely the perfect and

imperative) to express emphasis.

There are Two Secondary Forms of the Imperfect.

(1) The Jussive, a shortened form of the second and third

persons to express a wish or command. In a strong verb it

differs in form from the imperfect only in the Hiphil (t'Cp^j- In

certain weak verbs the difference is seen in every conjugation

(Ayin-Waw and Lamedh-He)*

(2) The Cohortative, a lengthened form of. the first person

(rarely third person) with the ending n to express desire or

determination. In Lamedh-He verbs the final n remains un

changed.



The Imperative has the same two secondary forms.

(1) The Shortened Imperative expresses a strong command

and is found only in Lamedh-He verbs which drop their n.

(2) The Cohortative Imperative adds n to express entreaty.

It is used chiefly in prayer. The precative particles Si and NiN

are sometimes added for the same purpose.

Stative Verbs, called, hy some intransitive or neuter verbs,

are those which express a state or condition. They are of two

classes :

(1) Middle E, having Tsere in the final syllable of the Kal

perfect. This is changed to Pattahh before consonantal endings

and in the imperfect and imperative. The active participle is the

same as the perfect. Otherwise the vowels are regular.

(2) Middle O, having Holem in the second syllable of the

Kal perfect. This is retained before consonantal endings through

out the perfect but changes to Pattahh in the imperfect. The

active participle is the same as the perfect.

The Verb with Suffixes.

A verb in the first and second persons never takes a suffix

of the same person.

(1) Connecting Vowels. The following are used where the

verbal form does not end in a vowel:

"•i with perfect, *} with impf., U with perf., TJ with impf.

»] » » and impf., D3 » » and impf.

. "-I » n » » p » » » »

1i"l * » in with impf., D » . )) D with impf.
T " ' T " '

n » » n » » *i » » i » »
T T IT I ••

(2) Changes in Verb. The removal of the tone causes

rejection, insertion or lengthening of vowels according to the

rules of syllables.

The F| of 3d sing. fem, perfect js strengthened to J"l.

The fl of 2d sing. fem, perfect becomes TV

The GF! and ]F| of 2d plural perfect become 1PI-

(3) Nun Energicum is inserted between the verb and the

suffixes usually by Daghesh-forte.
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XVII. Weak Verbs.

The names of the classes of weak verbs are derived from

the radicals of the old standard verb

1. Guttural Verbs.

(1) Pe-Guttural, having a guttural as the first radical.

(2) Ayin- Guttural, having a guttural as the second radical.

(3) Lamedh-Guttural, having a guttural as the third radical.

II. Contracted Verbs.

(1) Pe-Nun, having Nun as the first radical.

(2) Double Ayin, in which the second and third radicals are

the same.

III. Quiescent Verbs, containing a vowel letter.

(1) Pe-Aleph, in which the Aleph at the beginning some

times quiesces.

(2) Pe-Yodh, having Yodh as the first radical.

(3) Ayin-Waw, having Waw as the second radical.

(4) Ayin -Yodh, having Yodh as the second radical.

(5) Lamedh-Aleph, having Aleph as the third radical.

(6) Lamedh-He, having He as the third radical.

The inflection of these weak verbs follows that of the strong

verb, modified by the peculiarities of the weak letters they con

tain. In general, the guttural verbs differ from the strong verb

only in vowels, the Pe-Nun only in consonants and the others

in both. A verb belongs to as many classes of weak verbs as

it contains weak letters, except that certain weak letters interfere

with each other. Thus a Lamedh-He Verb cannot be also Ayin-

Waw or Yodh.

XVIII. Pe-Guttural Verbs.

They differ from the strong verb as follows:

(1) The first radical has composite Shewa whenever in the

strong verb it would have simple Shewa. This is usually ___ but

__ after ___ and ___ after __

(2) The vowel of the prefix is changed to Pattahh in the

imperfect Kal if the final vowel is Holem and to Seghol if the

2
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final vowel is Pattahh — always to Seghol in the Niphal and

Hiphil perfect and the • Niphal participle.

(3) Daghesh-forte is rejected in the Niphal and the previous

Hhirek lengthened to Tsere.

Pe-Aleph Verbs.

They differ from the Pe- Guttural only in the Kal imperfect

where the X quiesces in Holem and the second radical takes Tsere

or Pattahh, and in the infinitive construct and imperative where

—- takes the place of —. The N is dropped after the prefixed

Aleph of the first person singular imperfect. Five verbs follow

this form always ("DN, ,"QN, *?2N, TCN, HBN) and three others

sometimes (3HN, TPltJ

XIX. Ayin-Guttural Verbs.

(1) They take _T whenever the second radical of the strong

verb has Shewa.

(2) The second radical receives Pattahh in the imperfect and

imperative Kal. The vocal Shewa of the first radical becomes

Pattahh before Hhateph-pattahh.

(8) Daghesh-forte is rejected from the second radical in Piel,

Pual and Hithpael and the previous vowel lengthened except

before those gutturals which take Daghesh-forte implied (H H !?)•

XX. Lamedh-Guttural Verbs.

(1) Before pronominal suffixes without a connecting vowel

the guttural receives —-.

(2) Pattahh -furtive occurs under the guttural at the end of

the form wherever the previous vowel is heterogeneous and un

changeable — in all the Hiphil except the imperative, in all

participles, in all absolute infinitives and. the construct infinitive

Kal. Elsewhere the previous vowel is changed to Pattahh.

(3) Pattahh-furtive occurs before the vowelless consonant in

the ending of the 2d sing. fem, perfect of all conjugations.

XXI. Pe-Nun Verbs.

(1) Nun is assimilated and the second radical receives Daghesh-

forte wherever the Nun- would have silent Shewa.
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(2) Those verbs which take Pattahh in the second syllable

of the Kal imperfect and imperative drop Nun in the imperative

and construct infinitive Kal, the latter taking the segholate

form (fKPJI).

(3) The prefixed Kamets-hhatuph of the Hophal standing

before Daghesh-forte becomes Kibbuts.

There are two irregular verbs of this class.

(1) The verb Pl^/ elides its liquid Lamedh like the liquid

Nun of Pe-Nun verbs.

(2) The verb TfU also elides its final Nun in the Kal before
I — T

endings beginning with Nun or Taw and in the imperfect and

imperative takes Tsere with the second radical like Pe-Yodh verbs.

Verbs ending In Taw regularly elide it before endings be

ginning with Taw and verbs ending in Nun usually elide it

before endings beginning with Nun but ]PC is the only verb

which elides its final radical before all consonantal endings.

XXII. Double-Ayin Verbs.

These are original biliterals which double the second radical

to conform to the more common triliterals, whenever the character

istic vowel of the second radical cannot be thrown back into a

previous syllable because another characteristic vowel is already

there.

(1) Epenthetic tone-bearing j is introduced in the perfect

before consonantal endings and epenthetic tone- bearing '-„- in

the imperfect and imperative except in the Piel, Pual and Hithpael.

(2) The Kal imperfect is formed in three ways:

(a) By giving the prefix pretonic Kamets (20"").

(b) By retaining Hhirek with Daghesh-forte (^D"1 ).

(c) By lengthening Hhirek to Tsere (^p"1).

(3) The Niphal perfect and participle receive pretonic Kamets

and the imperfect and imperative compress the final Tsere to

Pattahh.

(4). In the Hiphil the vowel of the prefix is lengthened to

Tsere and Kamets, and in the Hophal to Shurek.

(5) The intensive conjugations often double the final radical,

giving Holem to the first (23to|). Sometimes the entire root

syllable is doubled ("02p). . •

2*
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XXIII. Pe-Yodh Verbs.

(1) Original Pe-Waw. The Waw quiesces in a homogeneous

vowel at the end of a syllable (Holem in the Niphal and Hiphil

and Shurek in the Hophal), is dropped or changed to Yodh after

a vowel homogeneous to Yodh, and is changed to Yodh at the

beginning of a word. Thus the Kal imperfect has the forms

3t^"' or ^5" and the construct infinitive the segholate form rQ2?°.

In the Niphal Waw receives Daghesh-forte.

(2) Original Pe-Yodh. These are found chiefly in the Kal

and Hiphil and retain Yodh in all forms '— in the imperfect Kal

after long Hhirek and throughout the Hiphil after Tsere.

(3) Contracted. A few verbs having a sibilant (usually jf)

as the second radical assimilate Yodh like the Nun of Pe-Nun verbs.

The verb Tj/H has forms from the original Pe-Waw 7J^

in the Kal imperfect, imperative and construct infinitive and through

out the Hiphil.

XXIV. Ayin-Waw Verbs.

These are original biliterals which conform to the more com

mon triliterals by introducing Waw with a homogeneous vowel

between the two radicals whenever the vowel of the second

radical is changeable.

(1) In the Kal perfect the characteristic unchangeable Pattahh

is lengthened to. Kamets by the tone except before consonantal

endings.

(2) The root syllable receives vowels homogeneous to Waw —

in the Kal construct infinitive, imperfect and imperative Shurek

and throughout the Niphal Holem.

(3) In the Niphal and Hiphil perfects epenthetic tone-bearing 1

is introduced before all consonantal endings and in the Kal im

perfect epenthetic tone- bearing "'___ before consonantal endings.

Before this vowel when it has the tone, Holem of the perfect

Niphal becomes Shurek.

(4) The Hophal, Piel, Pual and Hithpael are formed as in

Double Ayin verbs except that in the Hophal no epenthetic vowel

occurs.

(5) The jussive and apocopated imperfects drop Waw in the

Kal and Yodh in the Hiphil (Kal, jussive Cp"" apocopated Dp*!,

Hiphil, jussive Q[T apocopated Dp"])-
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Ayin-Yodh Verbs.

These are original biliterals which conform to the more

common triliterals by introducing Yodh with a homogeneous

vowel between the two radicals. They differ from Ayin-Waw

forms only in the Kal, where often in the perfect and regularly

in the infinitive construct, imperfect and imperative long Hhirek

is found as in the Hiphil of Ayin-Waw verbs.

XXV. Lamedh-Aleph Verbs.

(1) In the Kal perfect, imperfect and imperative Aleph quiesces

in .y., in all other perfects in .. before consonantal endings.

(2) Aleph quiesces in tone-bearing Seghol before consonantal

endings in the imperfect and imperative of all conjugations.

XXVI. Lamedh-He Verbs.

The original third radical was Yodh or rarely Waw.

(1) The original Yodh changes to He at the end of a word

except in the Kal passive participle.

(2) All perfects end in n , all construct infinitives in Hl,

all imperatives in PL—, all imperfects and participles in P| _. ex

cept the Kal passive participle.

(3) Before consonantal endings in the perfect of all active

conjugations Yodh quiesces in Hhirek and in passive conjugations

in Tsere.

(4) Before consonantal endings in the imperfect Yodh quiesces

in Seghol.

(5) In the third sing. fem, perfect final n is strengthened

to H before the feminine ending P|.

(6) Final p| is dropped in the jussive and apocopated im

perfect requiring a helping Seghol where the first radical has no

vowel, to which Pattahh assimilates in the Hiphil. (Kal 7J"!,

Niphal *?|»1, Piel ^Pl, Hiphil ^j»l, Hithpael ^H'l).

XXVII. Nouns.

Nouns and adjectives have only a few remnants of case

endings. The most common is He Directive ( PI. ) to indicate

the direction of the motion like the syllable "ward" added to

a few words in English.
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The Construct State is indicated by a shortened form which

a noun takes, whenever it is limited by another noun in the geni

tive relation or very closely limited by a phrase or clause.

The usual endings for gender, number and state:

Masculine

Absolute

Masculine

Construct

Feminine

Absolute

Feminine

Construct

("Shortened

I vowels
Singular No ending H— or H rw.

Dual D! .
s

D!Q T)

Plural nv "1

Pl

(pi and shortened

I vowels.

The Dual is used only of objects which go in pairs. The

form does not always indicate the gender:

(1) Many feminine nouns have a masculine form in the singular

or the plural.

(2) Many masculine nouns have plurals of the feminine form.

(3) Many nouns are sometimes masculine and sometimes

feminine.

The following Rules govern gender in most cases:

(1) The form usually indicates correctly.

(2) Natural gender is always observed.

(3) Double portions of the body are feminine.

(4) Names of countries and cities are feminine, names of

nations, rivers and mountains masculine.

Method of Forming Nouns.

(1) By prefixed letters C to indicate agent or instrument,

N for superlative, "" and p like the imperfect Kal prefixes.

(2) By internal changes vowels and Daghesh-forte, the

latter in the second, sometimes the third radical.

(3) By endings ]1 chiefly in adjectives, "'__ to indicate

source, chiefly in patronymics.

Inflection of Nouns.

Some nouns are entirely unchangeable in inflection. The

others may be classed as follows:

(1) First Declension, characterized by a changeable Kamets

in the ultima, the penult or both.
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Rules, (a) With endings and in the construct pretonic Kamets

is dropped. »

(b) The construct also shortens the _ or in the

second syllable to _ in the singular and drops

them in the plural.

(2) Second Declension — Segholates, characterized by the

helping vowel Seghol (sometimes Pattahh or Hhirek), by a tendency

to a monosyllabic form, and by having the accent upon the penult.

Tone-bearing Pattahh, Hhirek or Kamets-hhatuph is the formative

vowel with the first radical and the second receives Seghol, to

which preceding Pattahh conforms, while Hhirek is lengthened to

Tsere by the tone and Kamets-hhatuph to Holem.

Rules, (a) The construct singular is like the absolute except

that nouns from Ayin-Waw and Ayin-Yodh roots

revert to the monosyllabic form with homogeneous

vowels (run rv?).

(b) The monosyllabic form with the formative vowel

occurs with all endings except the absolute plural

and the plural with light suffixes.

(c) The pretonic Kamets appears before the absolute

plural endings and the plural with light suffixes.

A few nouns of this declension are polysyllables formed by

the feminine ending fl preceded by another Seghol. They are

chiefly participles.

(3) Third Declension, characterized by a changeable Tsere

in the ultima, the other vowels being unchangeable. They are

chiefly participles.

Rules, (a) With vocalic endings Tsere is dropped.

(b) With consonantal endings it is shortened to

Seghol or Hhirek.

(4) Fourth Declension, masculine nouns ending in n ... • They

are chiefly participles and are all from Lamedh-He roots.

Rules, (a) rV— is changed to n__ in the construct singular.

(b) He is dropped before all endings.

(c) Pretonic Kamets is dropped in the construct of

all numbers.
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XXVIII. Numerals.

(1) Cardinals.

Twenty is the plural of ten.

Thirty is the plural of three, forty of four &c.

Two hundred is the dual of one hundred, two thousand of

one thousand, and twenty thousand of ten thousand.

(2) Ordinals.

The ordinal "first'' is not derived from the cardinal. The

ordinals "second" to "tenth" are formed by adding '-r. to the

cardinals and giving Hhirek to the previous syllable. Ordinals

above ten have the same form as the cardinals.

(3) Fractional Parts

are indicated by adding fl to the ordinals.

XXIX. Adverbs.

Some adverbs are particles, others are derived from verbs or

nouns and others still are formed by adding the syllable Q

to nouns. Several of them take pronominal suffixes (7JJ? &c.).

XXX. Prepositions.

Besides the inseparable prepositions most others are derived

from nouns and take the construct form, some singular and some

plural. They take pronominal suffixes like other nouns.



Syntax.

XXXI. Order of the Sentence.

(1) Verb — commonly first followed by the subject.

A. D"1!^ JO2 Gen. 1:1.
-.T T T

B. Jehovah spoke.

The verb "to be" is usually omitted unless stress is laid on

the time element.

A. il

•tfsN rrri Job i=i.

B. God is great.

David was king.

(2) Noun.

(a) As subject it follows the verb. (See earlier examples.)

(b) As subject without a verb, it stands first before a predicate

noun or second after a predicate adjective.

A. -T^an

nirr
T :

B. Jehovah is God.

Adam was good.

(c) When object, the order is verb, subject, object.

A.
T T T

B. Cain slew his brother.

(d) Nothing can come between a noun in the construct and

the word which limits it.

A. ^i-un nlrr rm*a

B. The good fruit of the ground.
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(3) Adjective.

(a) An attributive adjective follows its noun and agrees with

it in gender, number and defmiteness. If the noun is in the

construct limited by another word, the adjective stands last.

A. altan

B. A large house.

(b) A predicate adjective stands first if there be no verb

and agrees with its subject in number and gender.

A. crotfn c^ti

B. The name of God is glorious.

(c) A demonstrative adjective when used with another attri

butive adjective stands last and agrees with its noun in gender,

number and definiteness. It is, however, always definite.

A. rrn nlaten

B. That good thing.

(4) Pronoun.

(a) The personal pronoun as subject of a verb is omitted unless

emphatic, because it is sufficiently indicated in the verbal form.

A. -intH.

i^fiji wo nen PS. 20 =9.
iTT : : IT T "

B. Thou thyself hast spoken.

(b) The pronoun of the third person sometimes takes the

place of the verb "to be", in which case it stands after the subject.

A. ms NVi vm "irun Gen. 2= 14.
T : • • :IT rr .

B, Jehovah, He is God.

(c) The pronoun as direct object, is attached to the verb as

a suffix or to the sign of the accusative

A. cinn Ps- 2=9.

Cfifc'Tin Gen. 1:28.
T ' V T : .

B. God has created us. (Express in two ways.)
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(5) Negative. The word "not" always stands first.

A. runn vh EX. 20: is.

B. Falsehood is not good.

XXXII. The Article.

A noun is definite :

(a) When it has the delinite article.

(b) When it is a proper name.

(c) When it has a pronominal suffix.

(d) When it is limited in the construct by a definite noun.

In the last three cases the noun never lakes the article, its

definiteness being sufficiently indicated otherwise. A noun in the

construct never takes the article under any circumstances.

XXXIII. The Verb.

(1) The indefinite subject is usually expressed by the third

person singular (sometimes plural).

A. 2 fiDtf NIP CJen. 11:9.
v T T : T'T

^W*'/> n£1 1 Sam. 18:20.

B. And they buried Jacob.

(2) Intransitive verbs take a cognate accusative (to dream

a dream, go a journey &c.).

(3) Verbs of plenty and want take a direct object of the

thing whereof the subject is full or empty.

A. OOP! pSPi nN/C Gen. 6:11.
T T I V T T T t IT

B. We are satisfied with thy goodness, 0 God !

(4) A prohibition is expressed by the jussive with the negative.

The negative is never used with the imperative.

A. -asp :p:B inrr^N PS. 27 : 9.

B. 0 Jehovah, be not far from me!

(5) The Absolute Infinitive is often used before a form of

the finite verb (perfect, imperfect and imperative) to strengthen

the meaning.
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A. nirv Trip nil? PS. 40:i.

B. The sinner shall surely die.

The absolute infinitive sometimes takes the place of a finite

verb in a subordinate clause.

A. D^an Yty} nnsteta wprn Judges 7 = 19.

B. We shall reach heaven, going forward every day.

(6) The Construct Infinitive takes the preposition ^ to ex

press purpose.

A. nlnn^'.T* r6r i Sam. i:3.

B. We eat to live.

The Construct Infinitive is used with the preposition 3 to

express time.

A. anarc p«m ffiatfn nnVln rf?» Gen. 2:4.
T : IT • : I v T T : • - T - : v "

B. Let man be silent when God speaks.

(7) The Active Participles usually refer to persons or things

which perform the action of the verb.

Sometimes the active participle expresses future or imminent

action and the passive participle past action.

A. ffe iaen jrao -::n *JNI Gen. 6: 17.
.....,. ._.,_

~^"lW ll/*lS1? 1 Sam. 9:24.
, . T ..

B. The *time is coming when all shall believe.

The word of God has been ordered in heaven.

(8) Progressive Action is expressed by the active participle

with the verb "to be".

A. items run nri rstfts\ EX. 3 = 1.
i V V T T

B. Joseph was ruling the land of Egypt.

(9) Peculiarities of Hebrew Tenses.

(a) There is no present, every action beeing viewed as com

plete or incomplete. If complete and hence past, the perfect is

used. If incomplete and hence future, the imperfect, imperative

or one of the secondary forms (jussive or cohortative) is used.
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(b) Subdivisions of past time are expressed by the perfect

in relation to the verb of the -previous clause and subdivisions

of the future in the same manner by the imperfect.

A. rWV Ttf« lrDX^D DVfrN ^l Gen. 2:2. '

Tfrr -itfN -riaan USTIN nj3»i n Kgs. 3:27.

B. When man sins, he knows what he has done.

Christ is the king who shall reign forever.

(c) The standpoint of time from which the action is viewed

is often ideal. Hence the perfect may refer to the future (pro

phetic perfect) and the imperfect to the past.

(10) Continued Discourse in Past Time is expressed by

putting the first verb in the perfect and later verbs in the im

perfect with Waw consecutive. If, however, the verb stands

anywhere else than at the beginning of the clause , it cannot

receive this Waw and must revert to the perfect, the consecution

beginning again.

(Examine the verbs in Gen. 1.)

(11) Continued Discourse in Future Time is expressed by

putting the first verb in the imperfect or imperative and later

verbs in the perfect with Waw consecutive.

(Examine the verbs in Gen. 12:11—13.)

(12) In Conditional Sentences the protasis is usually in

the perfect and the apodosis either in the perfect with Waw con

secutive or in the imperfect without it. The condition according

to fact is introduced by *2, contrary to fact by & and doubtful

byCN.

XXXIV. Possession

is expressed by the dative — viz. the preposition ^ with the noun.

XXXV. Comparison of Adjectives.

The comparative degree is indicated by the positive followed

by the preposition JC.

A. -Bfip iTTJN p"W I Sam. 24:18.

B. God is greater than man.
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The superlative degree is expressed:

(a) By ]!2 followed by ^2 (Gen. 3:1).

(b) By making the adjective definite (Song 1:8).

(c)r By repetition (Holy of holies, servant of servants, king

of kings &c.).

XXXVI. Numerals.

(1) Cardinals.

One is an adjective and therefore follows its noun and agrees

with it in gender.

Two is a noun and commonly precedes its noun in the con

struct, agreeing with it in gender.

The numerals three to ten are nouns. They take the feminine

form with masculine nouns and the masculine form with feminine

nouns. Sometimes they precede and sometimes follow their noun.

Numerals above ten stand in apposition with their noun.

Composite numbers proceed from less to greater in earlier

Hebrew and from greater to less in later Hebrew. Sometimes

the noun is repeated with each part of a composite number

(Gen. 23:1).

Nouns with numerals from two to ten take the plural form.

Nouns with higher numerals are put in the singular, the plural

idea being sufficiently indicated by the numeral.

A. D^C HP21N Gen. 14:9.
• -

Gen. 11:16.

B. The man had three sons, seven daughters and a hundred

camels.

(2) Ordinals being adjectives follow and agree with their

noun in gender, number and defmiteness.



PARADIGMS.
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The Strong

Kal Niphal

Pcrf. Sing. 3 M.

3F.

2M.

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

2M.

2 F.

1 C.

Inf. Abs.

Inf. Constr.

Impf. Sing. 3 M.

3F.

2M.

2 F.

1C.

Plur. 3 M.

3F.

2M.

2F.

1C.

15?

Middle £

n-Q3
T : - T

maa
: : ~ T

TTD3

1123

ru^Bpn nnaan

23:

Middle O

n|cpn
Tfe

:pn
:'IT •

^bp:

Impv. Sing. 2 M.

2 F.

Plur. 2 M.

2F.

H33

ru^fepn
- •

Part, Act.

Part. Pass.

Pi?
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Verb.

Piel Pual Hiphil Hophal Hithparl

TO

nSep rfrbpn
T ; I \ T • ' : • ...

fif&i? p^fen ^PP?T ^^li^nn

n^bp

/bpn ^?bpn ^bpn ^bpn

n:^?bpnn

nbnn
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The Verb with

Suffixes 1 Sing. 2 S. M. 2 S. F. 3 S. M. 3 S. F.

Kal Perf. Sing. 3 M. "?Ep ?|7Ep

Inf.

Kal.

3 F.
:~ T' :

2 M.

2 F. V

1 C.

Plur. 3 C.

2 M. "j

1 C.

. I '$Ep

T T' : T T ' :

Imper. I ''j/Up

Kal. \

Import Kal. 3 S.

Pert Piel

3 S. with : ^jT B5: 13 E5

3 piur. »i5e3<
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Suffixes.

1 Plur. 2 P. M. '• 2 P. F. 3 P. M. 3 P. F.

DD^ap jaVap D^ap

n^a

)5^BjT Dfair ]5ap
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Pe-Guttural and Pe-Aleph Verbs.

Kal

mv
~

-T:IT

rnaw nTbiri niprn

mow mom mbin

nor
: IT

now

CN omoM

v : —T:IT

inbwi

norn
"

Tin

pmn

pmn

Town
•• T i" •.: i- —T:IT

nbrn Tbrri ibrn

v: iv

nor-
— —

TC17N
~.

n:prnn
-

runoi^i n:iorn i
T : -TI-- T : "-ii- T : -T: ..

irroiJn n:pinn ni
T : -:,- T':-»|iV T

pirn

: — T i" T : ".ti- T : —T:H

ibw

1C? PLD. norn noun

Pe-Aleph Niphal Hiphil Hophal

Perf. Sing. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Inf. Abs.

Inf. Constr.

Impf. Sing. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Imp. Sing. 2 M.

2 F.

Plur. 2 M.

2 F.

Part. Act.

Part. Pass.
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Inf. Abs.

Inf. Constr.

Ayin- Guttural Verb.

Kal Niphal Piel Pual Hithpael

Perf. Sing. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M. n^kj . n^k:: r6kj

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Impf. Sing. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M. ^k;n H»n ^kjn . H»n
— . . .. .T .

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Imp. Sing. 2 M.

2 F.

Plur. 2 M.

2 F. ruVw- . ru^fon n:^kj ru^iwnn

Part. Act.

Part. Pass.
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Lamedh- Guttural Verb.

Kal Niphal

. sing. 3 M.

3 p.

2 M.

2 F.

1 c.

. 3 M.

2 M.

2 F.

i c.

Piel Hiphil Hithpael

n^'

pinto pipfasft pipfctf nrrlfefri
• • '

tf nnj?tf:

inf.

Inf. Constr. ITP * PPPJ

sprxfn onnVn

Impf.Sing. 3M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 c.

r. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F. .

i c.

Pl^'-
— :• ~ T • — ~:

niton n^w'n nf^'n

nfir'n

n runftrn pun'n

: nft^':

imp. sing. 2 M.

2 F.

r. 2 M.

2 F.

-ni?tr' Tit

nfnt2?n

Tf$g i

n:n'n

Part Act.

Part. Pass.
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Pe-Nun Verb.

Kal Niphal Hiphil Hophal

Perf. Sing. 3 M. Bfe| ]PJ Hp? Vto WIT] B>JH

3 F. riEto nip:
T :IT T :IT

2 M. PB/J: P.PJ

2 F. PB>;: PPJ
: : ~ T : ~~T

• <: : T <•' ~T

Plur. 3 M. IBttj Ijpj

2 M.

2 F.

i c. I:B>:U ISP:

Inf. Abs.

Inf. Constr. PB^'J PP

Imp. Sing. 2 M. ^J jP Hp B?l3n
— i .. i— ..T .

2 F ""B^j ""JP TTD "Ty'JJin
<' : c ' < <' :'T '

piur. 2 M. iB-*j I:P inp iBr;:2n

2 F. naw n:p n:np n:B/::n
T:~ T" T 1 1— T: ~T '

Impf. Sing. 3 M. B>^ JP^ PI^ B^'JJ

3 F. B^'JP jhp npp

2 M. B^'^P ]pp npp

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

3 F. HJIB/JIP nspp n:npp n:B/:i:p
T._. T .. . T:I_. T: —T .

2 M. iBtep I:PP inpp T^sp IB>^P V^'JP

2 F. !"|jBfaP nSPP njH|5P n3B/J3P

Part. Act, B^i2

Part. Pass. WK1
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Double -Ayin

Kal Niphal

Perf. Sing. 3 M. 330 -30
"~ T ~T

3 F.

2 M.

naao nsb nsp:

nlio;

T : IT T ~

naao nlio
T ; ~ T T ~

nlio;2 F.

1C,

naao nlio
: : - T ~

'naao -nlio
• : - T . -

Plur. 3 M. 1330 ISO 130:
: IT

2 M. . onaap nnlso onlsp:

2 F. ]naap ;nlsp ]nlsp:

1 C. i:aao i:ii0 i:lip:
i ~~ T

Inf. Abs. 3130 SO alon

Inf. Constr. 330: SO 2|n

Impf. Sing. 3" M.

3 F. aon : aon ^n

20-.

aon

2 M. aon . .son . ' ^n aon

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

-son -son -Vjbn -son

SON 30N ^pN

•

•.
T V ' "

nrson ,. n:aon nrfpn

i3on iapn i^pn

<

3 F.

2 M.

MJ 30iM

ispn

2 F. nrspn n:aian -nrf^n n:-spn

1 C. ao: ao: - ^p:

1

Imp. Sing. 2 M. ao aon

2. F. -3D -son

Plur. 2 M. 130 ispn

2 F; . nrso n:-son
r •: •: : T •/ - •

Part. Act. ssb :.

Part. Pass. 3130 ao:
"T TT
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Verb.

Hiphil Hophal Piel Pual Hithpael

abn apin 2210 2210 aalnpn

nabn nabin n22lo n22lo naainon
T " "" T "~ T : i T t i T : i : *

nlaon nlaoin n22lo n22lo n22lnon
T ' ~: T ~~ 1 T : ~ T t —

T : ~ : •

. mipq nlicfin n22lo ro2lo n22lnpn
< < < .

'
< .

'
< ,

'rtapn Tviapin -H3310 TQ210 Ti22inpn

i3Qn labin laalq 12210 i22lnpn

chlapn nhlapin cn22lo Dn22l0 nri22lnpn

jnlapn jhlapin 1^210 inaalq jrmlnpn

i:lapn i:lipin 113310 i:aal3 ii22lnqn

•lOt^ 2210 2210

abn 2210 22lnqn
" T

< • <

i^.D

aon 2pin 22lon: 22lon aalnpn

abn 2pm aalon 22lon' aalnpn
" T

<
t

-

-aaion ^Iqn 'aalnpnj^QIi -2pin
' " T

20N 201N a:;lo» 3310N 22lnoN
" T

— _.
: : v

lab' iaov 12210' 12210' ' i22lno*
" T

~
: i : : i f : i : '

nraon nrapin M^^^104M n:^3lon n:22lnon
T v • :

T V — 1

i : •• t
T : - : T t "' t *

12on 12 bin 122lon 122lon i22lnpn
" T

: i :

nraon nraoin
<

nagten n:22lnon
T "•" ' : TV~~ 1 T : " : T : ~ t T : i '

201 201: a5to^ 22103 ' aainp:
••T

20n 2210 aainon
" T

: •

""sbn '2210 -aalnon
™ - T

• : i : •

i2bn 12210 laalnon
.. T ' 1

: i : •

nraor rijjj^o n:aalnon
T V • .t T : •• T : " : •

aalon aalnoo

201C 2210Q



4.9
T±A

Perf. Sing. 3 M.

Pe-Yodh

Kal Niphal

3 F. roar roari:
T : IT T : i

2 M. map
T : ~ T T : ~

2 F. rna^ n?^'1:

1C.

Plur. 3 M.

2 M. crna/": nratrl:

2 F.

1 C.

inf. AI,S. alar
T

Inf. Constr.

Impf. Sing. 3 M. 3W ^T"1. 2&V

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F. nwfrn nr^Tn n^r^'in
T;-.. T:_. T._T.

1C.

Imp. Sing. 2 M.

2 F.

Plur. 2 M.

2 F.

Part. Act.

Part. Pass.
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Verb.

Hiphil Hophal Kal Pe-Yodh Hiphil Pe-Yodh

anrln awn as

cnr^'ln

afin

)-
< "T

na-Bnn nawn natr
T T : I T tIT

naann
: : - : ,-_ : : -r

TOO-

3t3"'i ^-^'

a-^'m ab'm aoT)

aifin
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Ayin-Waw and

Kal Ayin-Yodh Niphal Hiphil

Perf. Sing. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

PlOp
T'T

nap

HOP

31

nan

nl5n

man

nolp:

m'cip}

nlcip:

nlo^pn

nlo^pn

Int. Abs. Dlp 311 Dlpn Dpn

Inf. Constr. c'o 3<ll
Dlpn Qipn

' i •
' ' T

• < < •-

Inipf. Sing. 3 M.
mps

^"P. nlp^ C^P ^
1 T

•T ' '
' 'T

3 F. Dipn
' T

Dlpn a^pn

2 M. Dipn arm Dlpn D-pn
1 T ' T

i • 1 • T

2 F. -cipn *3<TR -olpn <iQ"'pn
* ' T

• • T • i •
.. < . < -.,

1 C. CIpN ™^"'™*iSJ DlpN D^PN

Plur. 3 M. . «*?;
N <

' T

lclpI

<

3 F. nrbipn n:3in

'T

n:oipn n:i2pn
T v i : T : " T T '• ' '

T : 1 •• T

2 M. icipn n^Sn iQlpn iofn
1 T

• T i • T

2 F. nraipn
<

n:ain
<

n:dpn
T : ' • . T : 1 •• T

<

T v ' : T : " T

1 C. Dip: y*\% Dlp: ffp:

1 T
•T i - •T

Imp. Sing. 2 M. Dip an Dlpn . Dpn

2 F. 'Pip -^ 'plpn
' • T

Plur. 2 M. IQIp ian iclpn iD'pn
1 • T

2 F. n:cp n:ai n:o1pn n:opn

Part. Act.

Part. Pass. Dip

31
T

311 DP:
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Ayin-Yodh Verbs.

Hophal

njbn

nbpn

1GW

Piel

nl

Pual

nl

ppplp

ppblp

Tlpbip

ucni

Hithpael

nplpnri

nbolpm
Tin ' '

ppblpm

npolprr

-poblpm

DQlpnn

1CPV

DJ5U

n:cpipn

DDIP

n:colpp

cpip:

nplppp

oolpnn

ruodprm

colpn:

DDl

n:pplp

nalpm

nipopnn
T : •• I

QDlpPD
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Perf. Sing. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Inf. Al>s.

Inf. Constr.

Imj)f. Sing. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 C.

Plur. 3 M.

3 F.

2 M.

2 F.

1 0.

Imp. Sing. 2 M.

2 F.

Plur. 2 M.

2 F.

Kal

KXQ
T T

T.NSO

: IT

CHNSC

NSC

T : •

-kson

NSC:

Niphal

1x212:

NSQ:

NSI2-

NSCP
" T '

'Nscn
• : IT •

NSEN

Lamedh-

Hiphil

Part. Act.

Part. Pass. NSC:
r : "
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Aleph Verb.

Hophal

raetan
T : : T

T " : T

nulian
"tT

THapn
' ** : T

vqpn
: : T

Piel

rinko

Nsa

Pual

NSQ
T \

TjNsa

IKXB

Hithpael

nxsann

rwkenn

usaann

Ni'Q'
T : T

Nsan
T : T

Nses
T : T

t v : T

T : T

ttsan

sscx

rnssn

-Naon

natcn

Nserin

-ksann

'NiiQnn

wsann

N3QO
T \ :

Nonq



Lamedh-

Kal Niphal Hiphil

Perf. Sing. 3 M. H^ PT^JJ njbn

nn7J: nn^:n

n»?j: rSjn

3 F. nriTj

2 M. iT/^

T : IT

T " T T " : * T ' : *

2 F. rr5|

1 C. Tr!?J

n^jj . n%7in

Plur. 3 M. 17.3
T

*fe ^JH

2 M. OH v3

2 F. jrY^.3

v * :

|h4i; fh^jn

IP 1 vs 1
U. IJ /J

T

ir^:: ir^n

Inf. Abs. n'5|

Inf. Constr. Dl/J

n^j: n^:n

nl^n nl^n

Impf. Sing. 3 M. H^'

T ' ' —

3 F. r&n

2 M. n*?jn

2 F. fjn

i c. nfjN

v T • v :—

nfjn n7jn

nf^n njjbpi

Plur. 3 M. 17^

n^x . H^JN

3 F. nrfjn

2 M. i^?jn

2 F. nj^jn •

i c. nf;:

T • :~

T V T • T V t ~

17JH I^H
T • : —

T V T * T V : ~

Imp. Sing. 2 M. H/J

2 F. ""^

Plur. 2 M. $.3

v T •• v :~

2 F. nr&i

fe i^n

nr^-in n^jn

Part. Act. nfJ

Part. Pass. ^7$

T v : T v T " TV: —

rfa:
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He Verb.

Hophal Piel Pual Hithpael

rv&i

nrfan nrfo nh^j nr&jrn

nh'/>:n drf?* - Dn^j CiT^ni

]h^:n fh^j ]n4j

ir$jn ir^

n'^m

nfj

n^:n

T •••••. :

ra'fenn

nr^jn PU^JH nr^n r

nr&m

n j
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3 o
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The Noun with Suffixes.

Suffixes Singular Plural

Masculine Feminine Masculine Feminine

Absolute 0I0 nbio c^bio nloio
T

'

Sing. 1st
'010 ""noio ^ 01C ^10I0

* ' T i ~ ~ i

2d M. TIP 10 Tjnoio ^^010 ^ ^1010

3d F. IJOI0 ^o TOO T.nlcio

3d M. 1010 lhoio vbio rhloio
T 1

n^bio r^hloio

T T 1

3d F. noio nnoio
T T T 1 T V T V 1

Plur. 1st ubio iinoio irbio irnloio
"

" T 1-
,.

2d M. D2010 Dbrao D3/P1D Cp/HlOD
"-• : 1

poio pnoio
•

2d F. jj 010 T^ iilOlO
1 *.* : i i v : ~ i 1 » .. , 1 .. .. 1

3d M. nbio choio BT01C DHTllOlO
T T T i V " 1 V " 1

3d F.
fOfc

1^9
i^pio f~ \iioio

Cardinals

Numerals.

Ordinals

i. ins nnx 20. tniw ist ]lw*S~i

2. D^ttf

T V
~~ '

' : '•'

2d ^'J1
DTlttf 30. nv?7&

< . •
x ' < <

.

3. nsf/\y 2^?2^ 40. n"y3~iN 3(1 ^'vjy
T : •

T
• T : ~

4. n&mt $lnn etc.
4tK ^m

T T : - —
!
—

5*'• ^""on
• :

5. ntyon t^cn 100. PINQ

s. n&U?

r • ~:
" T T "

'
~:

ty'ir 200. n^riNQ 6th »&&

T ' " — T
• •

7. moti*
J <

7th '•jT^Sf
<

u^j^ 1000. *]7N

^ / < . ,; J "

gth <lj""f!2w*
< ,

s. niciy ^ i rj^v 2000. n'.ETN
T : v :

. •. .

9. nptfm iKsfn 10000. nl2"1 nth ""s?"'w*n

10. n%y

T : •

">t^

V • • i

T T •: 20000. c'na") 10"- nnw
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Words for Memorizing.

The words in the following lists are arranged in groups of

tens as they occur in the book of Genesis, for memorizing in con

nection with the reading of the Hebrew text. The first two hun

dred and fifty words occur one hundred or more times in the Old

Testament. The later words are found fifty or more times and

those marked with an asterisk more than a hundred times. At

the end is an alphabetical list of all Hebrew words found fifty

or more times in the Old Testament but not in the earlier lists.

The meaning given is usually the most common one. If the be

ginner will devote a few minutes daily to memorizing these words,

he will be saved much of the drudgery of thumbing the lexicon;

and if the entire list is mastered, the translation of the historical

parts of the Old Testament will be found a comparatively easy

matter.



Gen. 1:1-3.
28. D':tf 53. nim:

2: 15—20.

1. "UK 29. •flFI 54. n^3 81. /wl$
— T

2. D'rfrN 30. nnn 55. 1ND 82. "12

3. ION 56. TD«^0 83. N12
~ T

1:: 11—20.

T T :

84.
T?4. n« 57. §^jj5

ni>2iN
T T

no
5. mn 31.

T T • ~~ 58.
^

85.
r T

6. ma 32.
T

59.
T : '

(Masc. '0)

7. ^i? 33. N2P
60. Pfi&ttf" 86. nio1

T '

8. D'JS 84. iirio
87. NK2

9. m 35. ^§3
2 :5—8.

88. T33
V V

10. CPDtf 36. 103 61. ]1N
89. ma

' ~ T

~

*1^

T T

37. n? 62.
90.

•otf

1 :4—5. ^L
~ T

38. IB 63. N7

11. TIN
39. n^'^' 64. |I2

8: 21—24.

T "
T :

12.
1*3 40. ^iti^ 65. 121? 91.

T
~ T

13. ip2
66. rhv 92. tP'N

210
1 : 20—26.

T T

CN14.
67. 1D1? 98.

T T

15. Dl' 41. DIN
€6. PfW 94-

T T
V T T '

16.
'?

42.
T T ~: 61). D1W 96.

T T

17. n^ 43. non2
70. D^ 96.

T " : T 'T

18. 211? 44. "-J12 97. ^£J

19. Nip 45. T1
2: 9—14.

98. 2W
T'T

nw'on 71. )2N

~~T

20. nx"1 46. 99.
pyt*

T T
T • .:

72. Nin
47. ?2 100. DI/B

1: 6—11.

48. ^J3 73. ^rj

21.
^&Jl

N^D 74. 2m 2 : 26—3 : 11.
/W

49. TT

22. "^'N
50. n2i 75. '"1^""? 101. IP12

23. xnt
T T

76. in: 102. D|
*~v T T

24 D"1 1: 27—2 : 4.
77. 220 103. in*1

T

n^N

.- T ~T

25.
1?

51. 78. tsfth 104.
^•r

26. DlpD (Sing, ni)
79. jn 105. iJi

1 T "™T

27. niw" 52. nsn 80. Q? 106. WJ
T T
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107. w? 133.
;-?

5 : 14—fi :11.
188. ^1

108. C£ 134. nszsn 161.
189. nn

Vip

T ~

— T

109. 135. 2V 162. 1 ]^.1

190. INw*
'

~~T . T

110. i?ct^ 136. nis 163. 11"

137. Nit*: 164.
2^ « : 13—9 : 21.

3: 11—22.
T T

165. nti'PC 191. 13"
138. na

~ T

111. 'fi?2
139. nns 166. DP? 192.

~ T

112.
I3. 140. Clp 167. C'"joy 193. r.:

113. T
•

168. p*1"** 194. nis
. T ~ T

114. T7"1 4: 13—26.
169. 31 195. naT.n

115. tfa? 141. ^r,s
170. jmsf 196. PfflEtt*O

~~ T
— T

T T : •

116. cpfr 142. TN 197. 110

117. "&* 143.

T.

6 : 12—7 :11.
198. rfrli?

T

118. nw 144. ins 171. ni2N
199. Tiati*

T ~~

f)0«
— T

119. aitf 145. 172.
200. PUTT

n/1*^'

— T

173. *T?

T T

120. 146. iron:

147. rci 174. :n'13 9:21--11 : 3.

3 : 22—4 : 4.

TT

anh ^13.3148. Tll? 175. 201.

121. PM 149. fl?
176. pin 202. *&

T

rb$122. 113^ 150. TW 177. D"1'a?"on 203.

:]H 1£3
(

T T

123. 178. 204. 13"
V V

~ T T T

124. 2-fI 4 : 26—5 : 13. 179. ^HD 205. Jte*?

125. I0;
151. ins

180. nns 206. 1
T T ' ~

126. nn:p 152.
207. ro:

cW

• T : ~

127.
T

153.
fjTj 7 : 12—8 : 13.

208. 131?

128.
1

154. rrn 181. T3 209. in

129. nn 155.

T T

182. 13T
210. ptaa*

T T ~ T ~T

T T

130. 73CP 156. mto 183. res
T " T T

157. *l£0 184. ?|2 11:3—12:13.

V "
l=:

Vl3
4:: 5—12.

158. pnte» 185.
*vw

211.
T T-: ~*" T ~T

131. CS 159. BftpSf 186. ra? 212. -n»

132. Ft 160. n:b*^' 187. HBftn 213.
il?Ci?
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214. *0 15:3-"' 268, pi* 294. I6

215. a::
241. s%

269. ETDH 295. PSQ

ION

' T T ~~

216. no: 242.
1 — y

270. rtir^n 296.
' — TT T

243. t^'N

T : •

217. or 297. nap

218. aijs 244. atsti .18 :2—11.

298. aatf** T

D3^'219. an 245. tjh-» 271. nix
299.

T T
~ T

— T

220. *$ff
246. ISO 272. ii?.r 300.

'• -roaf*
~ T

^nn247. np"ii 273.'
'T T : ~ T

12:14—13:14. 248."
"^^

274. n 19 : 7—18.

221. VK
249. DlVa> 275. ma

301. 1W
T . ~ T

222. T?l
250.- »o? 276.

277.

arp*

nVb
302. prn*

1 -.T

223. JT 15:18—16:10. 303. 133

278.
T "

224. nrr - T
304. £2/0

jT. ' 251. 'H 279. pm
— T

225. /2'' 1 — T 305. L^"*1 ,j

•T
252. ma 280. nnty" *

~ T

226. T'Q'1 — T
T T 306. rru'

"T
253. oon

. ... .

it227.
" T

254."

T T

£6 i 12—30.
307.

228. ^03
'T : -

308. ?DD

229. r*?
255.

256. tf?

281. im»
309. wn

iiy - IT
282. 7" T .

230.
T T

310. H^ti^ *

257.
fP-

m: tt^
- t-

258. ai* 284. ast^'D* : . _
"

13 : 15—15 : 2.

259. nnsiy 285.

TJ.' 19.:.19—20:6.

.r .

231. ^1N
260.

T : '

286. nir* 311. to-
i ~ T T T

-232. /N 287. :' N^?E
312. pa^

jriS 16:11—18:2.

T T
"**

233. 288. PD&* 313.

•san

121D nix
TT

T

234.
T : •

261. 289.
3^P*

314. san*

235. nonVp 262. n-TTTN 290. r^'i* 315.

T T

IT. T '-. —:
T T

Ton*236.
«!?'? 263. flan

*

316.

bi:

I T

18:31—19:6. a?!?*237. 264. 13T 317.

238. iw 265.

TT

291. TN 318. 11217*
— ~

—T
* ~ T •

239. ^ 266. tri^:* 292. n?1 319.
• T IT

24'0.' «|Tl 26*. 293. 320. jl j^T

~~ T V V IT f
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20: 6—21 : 1.
348. ra 374. i?a 28:21—31:13.

321. jrx*
349. plrn 375. nisq* 401. nsin

ifo*

T : v

322.
350. Bfltf 376. i

•flCtfQ • 402. HT*

~ T
TT

323. nos
377. rup 403. iry.

T T
T'T

—T

324. "Tl?a 22 : 18—24 : 16.
378.

Qsi?nts^' 404. "riaa*
T

325. re; 351. 379. Q"1^^'
. 405. TIQ"

T T
T r

326. N'a:* 352. 380. . mm* 406. PRi*B

ii T : T i

327. 7/S
353. ^Dj

407.
•

328. TpE*

T T

408. mlai?*
354. 13 26:6—27:16.

T ~:

329.
' T T 355.

•• T 381. raia
409.

T*PT •

330. rim 356.

T T :
410. rn?

T , T
~ T 382. ini

357. mitt
T

21: 2—22:3.

358. j jO *

383.
T T 31: 14—4H.

331. ans*
':T 384. l/i~a

411. y^'pa*
— T 359. TJIJ

385.
S| . . P /n332. H32* t ; • 412.

T T 360.
386.

333. -ilen
--

413. n/n:*

334' *!?! 24:17—25:6.

387. TV-
414.

T ~ti~

" "

"IMS TU

335. H1Q*
361. ilQN*

ooo. ••
415. iy

j.i
389. ^^^ • ' i^?'l •

336. rto: 362. "7j2*
~. •

416.
. T

. . V V

390.- ""i^yty
337. n^

363. Khn
• T

417.
T T

338. pni
364. ^3* 418.

' — T

/' 27:17—28:20.

T : •

33k
— T

365.
419. T2?.

340.
itff* 366. Dip

. 391.
~~ T

420. V\X\-

•;..-

367.

' "

392. nan
JJ 1 r "

,"22 :3—17.

368.

"~ T

393. pp 31:49—33:11.

341. THN
369.

t£ «t » » » 5^; 394. i"i| 421. I-QT*
— T

" T

~*T

342.
- r 370.

395. 12: 422. nau

343. '•"' ^2 396. PVf . 423. 1^

344. IE 25: 7—26 : 5.
397. $nf% 424.

TT

345. na* 371. :: pa 398. 13*1 425. n:no*
1 •.* « v~: i

346. 372. • i^n*
399. raf* 426. 1TD.

•„_ :
" T ~ T

347. "iy 373.
'T -.

400. 1°^'* 427. IS*
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428. IIS 454. czn*
49: 4—24.

507. n*v&*N
~T T T

481.
"T."}£

v •

429. nan 455. UK) 508. nt?2*

430. iW 456. nll?
482. rlir

509. ni22
'

t T T

457. vi^y 483. P?n
510. iia

33:12—35:14.
458. nnp 484. JD 511.

- T

431. n:r
*' T T T

TT 459. n$5 485.
T : 512. Vl^S

432. VTI*
460.

486. CQ2
513. HTO

~ T

— T

T 1

433. /?r\ 487. ris
• r r • 514. ^

434. m 41: 9—45 : 7.
488. ]l^i

Vvi]1 T 515.

435. TIB 489. £2212?'
T

" T
461. r2.* 516. N^Ji

436. NCB* 490. 12^
" T

462. t!^"'! i •-
517. In

437, H30I2*

438. TO
463.

464.

'13*

NEG*

49:15—50:26.

4.qi rSiM*

518.

519.

" J" '

439. ms t
4t7l. 1 imi

V V

440.

T T
465.

T T 492. 1 jj/^jj
520. fern

— T 466. mir
493.

T : '

521. 11TT : v

36: 15—39:4.
467. f'2i> 494. ITU 522. pl?T

468.
^l^^f^W*^

~~T
1

441. •l^s
T :.

495.
T T

523. »3

442. n:o^K
T T : —

469.

nsrln*

c /tir *
496. 2?1.* 524. ;n

T

443.

470.
T " 497.

T T

525.

444. V'JJD 526. ncln*
T

445. 1130*
45: 8—49 : 3.

527. nrn
T T

446. Tj^Q* 471. iTinist 528. pin
'- T

447. PP.?
472. 7N> 498. 12N* 529. noan*

zbn

— T T : T

448. ^ 473. 499. IW 530. -sn*

449. %«?' 474. 500. m 531.
nin

T T — T

450. 475. ph* 501. w 532. W'n
~ T

476. in* 502.
T

533. nnn

39: 5—41 : 8.
477. 0I0* 503. sfyf 534. ilne

451. ION 478. n*»'Ni 504. »'I:K* 535.
" T— T

452.
Svv*

/3t*^ 505. 11K 536./ jfiN 479.
— T " T

453.
l?l 480. con 506.

•*^w*

: IP% 537. nc— T
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538. "iy 558. n~o 578.
"1 31?

598. P~t
™~

T " ' T
ii T

539. 559. 1010 579. w 599.
-T T — T

540. PHT^l11 560. mm 580. ^il^ 600. naa*
T • : T: •

T "
w r

541. I?!!*""" * 561. ^^ili^^O 581. pQ"ll? 601. riSw*
— T v v — : i~ T T~: T —

542. 'T2r * 562. rYI3/l2 582. nss 602. TTvtf
T T • ~~ T " - T

543.
TH*)*9j

563. tZfapQ 583. me 603. sity
V V

T': •
T r : T

544. / C3 564. ClID 584. /]/& 604. iste*
*

! T ~ T T

545. 0l?3 565. «fe*o 585. BHB 605. "nt*
~ T T ~ ~ T

fbv?

*

546. 2113 566. ]3£*P* 586. P"tt* 606.

D^547. Q13 567. S23* 587. IIS 607.
V V T T V V

548. 568. W| 588. trlipT* 608. GD2."'
- T " T

549. 2H3* 569. rn: 589.
&P*

609.
- T T T :

550. ^T)? 570. 590. nap* 610. Ipty

551. cnS 571.

-T

591. n")bp 611. nVnn

1?^D "iTJ

T ' :

552. iJ / 572. 592. 612. Tcn:

TfS

t>

553.

~~ T

573. rrrr* 593. isp 613. 1

• T

~T T "
•* 'T T T : •

554. 0ND 574. nnr 594. J2"lp 614. pfefin
~ T 1 T :' T T * :

555. JJQ 575.
•w

595. izhp. 615. ncrn

556. EhJQ 576. * 596. arri

T t

T : •

557. no 577.
•ner*

597. "
_ T

1. Light. 11. One. 21. Unto.

2. God. 12. Between. 22. Which.

3. To say. 13. Morning. 23. Seed.

4. Earth. 14. Good. 24. Sea.

5. To be. 15. Day. 25. So.

6. Water. 16. That. 26. Place.

7. Upon. 17. Night, 27. To make.

8. Faces. 18. Evening. 28. Two.

9, Spirit. 19. To call. 29. Midst.

10. Heavens. 20. To see. 30. Under.
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31. Four.

32. Great.

33. To go out.

34. Season.

35. Soul.

36. To give..

37. Tree.

38. Fruit.

39. Three.

40. Year.

41. Man.

42. Ground.

43. Cattle.

44. To bless.

45. Life.

46. Five.

47. All.

48. Wing.

49. To be full.

50. To multiply.

51. These.

52. Behold.

53. Jehovah.

54. To finish.

55. Exceedingly.

56. Work.

57. Host.

58. To be holy.

59. Seven.

60. Six.

61. There is not.

62. Nose.

63. Not.

64. From.

65. To serve.

66. To go up.

67. Dust.

68. Field.

69. To place.

70. There.

71. Stone.

72. That.

73. To go.

74. Gold.

75. Appearance.

76. River.

77. To go around.

78. Head.

79. Evil.

80. Name.

81. To eat.

82. Separation.

83. To come.'

84. To take.

85. What.

86. To die.

87. To find.

88. Before.

89. To command.

90. To keep.

91. Father.

92. Man.

93. Mother.

94. Woman. :

95. To build.

96. Flesh.

97. To fall.

98. To leave.

99. Bone.

100. Time.

101. To be ashamed.

102. Also.

103. To know.

104. To be afraid.

105. To tell.

106. To smite.

107. Eye.

108. With.

109. Voice.

110. To hear.

111. Except.

112. Son.

113. Hand.

114. To bear.

115. To clothe.

116. Bread.

117. Until.

118. Now.

119. To return.

120. To send.

121. Brother.

122. First-born.

123. Way.

124. Sword.

125. To add.

126. Offering.

127. Eternity.

128. Flock.

129. To feed.

130. To dwell.

131. If.

132. Blood.

133. To slay.

134. Sin.

135. To be good.

136. Strength.

137. To bear.

138. Mouth.

139. Door.

140. To arise.

141. Tent.

142. Then.

143. Sister.

144. Another.

145. To dwell.

146. Brass.

147. To smite.

148. Again.

149. Iniquity.

150. City.
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151. After.

152. Forty.

153. Daughter.

154. To live.

155. To begin.

156. Hundred.

157. Book.

158. Ten.

159. Thirty.

160. Eight.

161. To choose.

162. Hero.

163. Generation.

164. Heart.

165. Work.

166. To comfort.

167. Twenty.

168. Righteous.

169. Many.

170. To corrupt.

171. Cubit.

172. To gather.

173. House.

174. Covenant.

175. Month.

176. Outside.

177. Fifty.

178. To cover.

179. Above.

180. To open.

181. Mountain.

182. To remember.

183. To cover.

184. Hand.

185. To pass over.

186. Time.

187. First.

188. Foot.

189. To be high.

190. To remain.

191. To speak.

192. To seek.

193. Wine.

194. To cut.

195. Altar.

196. Family.

197. To turn aside.

198. Burnt-offering.

199. To pour out.

200. To drink.

201. Boundary.

202. Nation.

203. To uncover.

204. Word.

205. Tongue.

206. Kingdom.

207. To journey.

208. Servant.

209. Friend.

210. Lip.

211. To be great.

212. To go down.

213. In order that.

214. I pray thee.

215. South.

216. To stretch out.

217. People.

218. To approach.

219. Famine.

220. To burn.

221. Not

222. Cattle.

223. To praise.

224. Together.

225. To be able.

226. Right hand.

227. To be heavy.

228. Silver.

229. North.

230. Prince.

231. Lord.

232. Almighty.

233. Priest.

234. Wilderness.

235. War.

236. King.

237. To flee.

238. Youth.

239. Enemy.

240. To pursue.

241. Ram.

242. To believe.

243. Fire.

244. To think.

245. To possess.

246. To recount.

247. Righteousness.

248. To bury.

249. Peace.

250. Sun.

251. Where.

252. To flee.

253. Violence.

254. Angel.

255. To afflict.

256. To curse.

257. End.

258. Multitude.

259. Maid-servant.

260. To judge.

261. Sign.

262. Possession.

263. Multitude.

264. Male.

265. To stand.

266. Prince.

267. To dissolve.

268. To run.

269. Perfect.

270. Nine.
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271. Path.

272. Old.

273. To cease.

274. Grace.

275. To hasten.

276. A little.

277. Flour.'

278. To stand.

279. To wash.

280. To bow down.

281. Lord.

282. To be angry.

2815. There is.

284. Judgment.

285. To draw near.

2S6. To answer.

287. To be wonderful.

288. To turn.

289. Midst.

290. Wicked.

291. Only.

292. Door.

293. Before.

294. To lodge.

295. .Unleavened

bread.

296. To shut.

297. End.

298. To lie down.

299. To rise up early.

300. Gate.

301. To sojourn.

302. To seize.

303. Plain.

304. To deliver.

305. To behold.

306. To rest,

307. Lest.

308. Small.

309. To be evil.

310. To break.

311. Master.

312. To cleave.

313. To overturn.

314. To sin.

315. Dream.

316. Mercy.

317. Heart.

318. With.

319. Near.

320. To drink.

321. Ear.

322. Thousand.

323. Maid-servant.

324. About.

325. To reprove.

326. Prophet.

327. To pray.

328. To visit.

329. To heal.

330. To wander.

331. To love.

332. To weep.

333. Ass.

334. Child.

335. Death.

336. To plant.

337. Bow.

338. To be distant.

339. To swear.

340. To cast.

341. To take hold of.

342. To be hostile.

343. To split.

344. Because.

345. Thus.

346. Oracle.

347. To set in order.

348. Horn.

349. Distant.

350. To slaughter.

351. To be willing.

352. Virgin.

353. Camel.

354. Sojourner.

355. Full.

356. To rule.

357. Maiden.

358. Around.

359. Grave.

360. Shekel.

361. Truth.

362. Garment.

363. To plow.

304. Instrument.

365. To prosper.

366. East.

367. To ride.

368. Left hand.

369. To hate.

370. To ask.

371. Belly.

372. Court.

373. Statute.

374. To sell.

375. Commandment.

376. Charge.

377. To obtain.

378. Seventy.

379. Sixty.

380. Law.

381. Blessing.

382. To sow.

383. To encamp.

384. Why.

385. Cattle.

386. River.

387. Skin.

388. Goat.

389. To strive.
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390. Hairy.

391. To curse.

392. Fury.

393. To pour.

394. Vow.

395. To recognize.

396. To cry out.

397. Cdngregation.

398. Savour.

399. To forget.

400. Oil.

401. Reproach.

402. To thank.

403. To remain.

404. Glory.

405. To-morrow.

406. To anoint.

407. To deliver.

408. Service.

409. Harvest.

410. To set.

411. To seek. .

412. Portion.

413. Inheritance.

414. To reach.

415. Witness.

416. Transgression.

417. To watch.

418. Joy.

419. Song.

420. To blow.

421. To sacrifice.

422. Sacrifice.

423. To be gracious.

424. To teach.

425. Camp.

426. To hide.

427. Bull.

428. To distress.

429. To please.

430. Ox.

431. To commit

fornication.

432. Strength.

433. Slain.

434. To delight in.

435. To be clean.

436. To be unclean.

437. Number.

438. Libation.

439. Trouble.

440. To destroy.

441. Duke.

442. Widow.

443. Pit.

444. Tower.

445. Tribe.

446. To reign.

447. Valley.

448. To rend.

449. Sheol.

450. To minister.

451. To bind.

452. Beside.

453. Vine.

454. Wise.

455. River.

456. Fowl.

457. Most High.

458. East.

459. Branch.

460. To seize.

461. To discern.

462. Honey.

463. To establish.

464. Throne.

465. Labor.

466. Nakedness.

467. To gather.

468. Remnant.

469. To recompense.

470. Abomination.

471. Last,

472. To redeem.

473. Fat.

474. To be sick.

475. Statute.

476. Excellency.

477. Horse.

478. Beginning.

479. To act wisely.

480. To be consumed.

481. Lion.

482. Right arm.

483. To divide.

484. Arrow.

485. Salvation.

486. To wash.

487. To scatter.

488. Desire.

489. Tribe.

490. Tooth.

491. Ark.

492. Hill.

493. Beyond.

494. To help.

495. Horseman.

496. Chariot.

497. Spoil.

498. To perish.

499. Needy.

500. Socket,

501. Iniquity.

502. Treasure.

503. God.

504. Man. ?

505. Cedar.

506. Length.

507. Fire-offering.

508. To trust.
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509. High place.

510. To burn.

511. To create.

512. Iron.

513. Might,

514. Man.

515. Lot.

516. Valley.

517. Beloved.

518. To tread.

519. Vanity.

520. Temple.

521. To be strange.

522. To cry out.

523. Pangs.

524. Feast.

525. To be in pain.

526. Wall.

527. To see.

528. Strong.

529. Wisdom.

530. Half.

531. To destroy.

532. Darkness.

533. To be dismayed.

534. Clean.

535. Unclean.

536. To be dry.

537. To counsel.

538. Forest.

539. To form.

540. Curtain.

541. To save.

542. Upright.

543. Lamb.

544. Fool.

545. To provoke.

546. Cherub.

547. Vineyard.

548. To stumble.

549. To write.

550. Shoulder.

551. To fight.

552. To capture.

553. To teach.

554. To reject.

555. Shield.

556. Suburbs.

557. To measure.

558. Measure.

559. Reproof.

560. East.

561. Thought.

562. Kingdom.

563. Sanctuary.

564. High place.

565. Burden.

566. Tabernacle.

567. To prophesy.

568. Plague.

569. To drive out.

570. To inherit.

571. To keep.

572. Rock.

573. Congregation.

574. Testimony.

575. To awake.

576. Strength.

577. Pillar.

578. Poor.

579. Cloud.

580. Counsel.

581. Plain.

582. Corner.

583. To redeem.

584. To work.

585. To spread.

586. Righteousness.

587. Rock.

588. Holy.

589. Holiness.

590. To burn incense.

591. Incense.

592. Wall.

593. To reap.

594. Offering.

595. Board.

596. Breadth.

597. Strife.

598. To sing.

599. To be satisfied.

600. To cease.

601. Sabbath.

602.. To spoil.

603. Vanity.

604. Trumpet.

605. To sing.

606. Table.

607. Peace-offering.

608. To be desolate.

609. Desolation.

610. Falsehood.

611. Praise.

612. Continuity.

613. Beauty.

614. Prayer.

615. Heave-offering.
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Exercises.

Strong Verbs.

: : T

i55

' T : •

npns nips -ISDN

2j?/n

rna

2P3P.
•/ T

Guttural Verbs.

^IV.

Contracted Verbs.

un
i— •• •• %

nnn: Vnn

p~\

ID"

nn

T T—

ran: crin nnlao irvinn

naaa

nrffln

rjm

n:in
T T
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ran

ID

jani

en

Quiescent Verbs.

mta
r :

10V

cnNir:
T :

1N3T

nftinn

•Til

•nnc

r : •

riNB*

03!

a5

nmr^n
T V

TTUne

nnln
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